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Abstract
Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI) utilizes the nonlinear magnetic response of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) for
signal localization. Accurate modeling of the magnetization behavior of MNPs is crucial for understanding their
MPI signal responses. In this work, we propose a model-based dictionary approach using a coupled Brown-Néel
rotation model. With experimental results on a Magnetic Particle Spectrometer (MPS), we show that this approach
can successfully characterize MNP parameters and predict signal responses.

I. Introduction
In Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI), the magnetization
response of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) is governed
by two main mechanisms: Néel and Brownian rotations.
While the Brownian process physically rotates the MNP
to align its magnetic moment with the applied field, the
Néel process flips the magnetic moment internally [1].

The Brownian and Néel mechanisms occur in a cou-
pled fashion, where the physical rotation of the MNP
and the internal rotation of the magnetic moment affect
each other. Accurate modeling of these mechanisms is
essential for characterizing MNPs and understanding
their MPI responses. Previously, model-based simula-
tion approaches have been utilized for such purposes
[2–4].

In this study, we propose a model-based dictionary
approach to characterize MNPs and predict their signal
responses using a Magnetic Particle Spectrometer (MPS).
To accurately characterize the MNP, we use a coupled
Brown-Néel rotation model and include the signals of the
same MNP at different viscosity levels at a single drive
field (DF) setting in our dictionary. Further, we show

that this approach can successfully predict the signal
responses of the characterized MNP at viscosity levels
that are not included in the characterization step.

II. Materials and Methods

II.I. Dictionary Preparation

The magnetic responses of the MNPs with various mag-
netic properties and viscosity levels were simulated at
DF settings of 10 mT and 250 Hz, by solving an ordinary
differential equation (ODE) using MATLAB. The ODE,
taken from [5], was derived from the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion for coupled Brown-Néel rotation, assuming single-
core, non-interacting particles with uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy and uniaxial symmetry.

The dictionary included MNPs with core diameters
(dc ) ranging from 10 nm to 25 nm, hydrodynamic di-
ameters (dh ) from 25 nm to 125 nm, uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy constants (K ) from 1 kJ m−3 to 14 kJ m−3,
and 5 different viscosity levels (η) from 0.893 mPa · s to
8.312 mPa · s. Saturation magnetization, Gilbert damp-
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Figure 1: (a) In-house arbitrary waveform MPS setup. (b) Ex-
ample half period signals for 0.89 mPa · s and 8.31 mPa · s sam-
ples at 10 mT and 250 Hz DF settings.

ing constant, and temperature were assumed to be
360 kA/m, 0.1 , and 25o C, respectively.

II.II. Inverse Problem Formulation

Assuming that the measured MNP signal can be ex-
pressed as a weighted linear combination of the sim-
ulated MNP signals, an inverse problem was formulated.
The weights of this linear combination enabled us to
characterize the MNPs.

We created a dictionary matrix containing MNP re-
sponses at 5 different viscosity level at the chosen DF
settings of 10 mT and 250 Hz. The problem was formu-
lated in the frequency domain by selecting the odd har-
monics with magnitudes higher than the noise floor. We
formulated the problem as a least squares problem with
non-negativity and sparsity constraints, i.e.,

min
x∈Rn

‖Ax − b ‖2
2+λ‖x‖1 s.t. x ≥ 0 (1)

where A is the dictionary matrix, b is the vector with
concatenated experimental data from different viscosity
levels, n is the number of particles in the dictionary, x
is the vector of weights characterizing the MNP, and λ
is a scalar weight for `1-norm. We used the Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) to solve this
optimization problem.

For the signal prediction task, the characterization
step excluded the corresponding dictionary components
and measured signals from A and b , respectively. As a
quantitative evaluation metric, normalized root mean
square error (NRMSE) is utilized:

NRMSE(x , x̂ ) =

r

∑N
i=1(xi−x̂i )

2

N

maxi xi −mini xi
(2)

Here, N is the number of samples in one period of the
signal, x and x̂ are the measured and predicted signals
for the sample excluded from the dictionary.
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Figure 2: Magnetic characterization results for PrecisionMRX,
displaying the probability mass functions for (a) dc , (b) K , and
(c) dh . Samples at 5 different viscosity levels were measured at
10 mT and 250 Hz DF settings to obtain these results.

Table 1: Glycerol volume percentages at 25o C for samples at
5 different viscosity levels. Each sample contained 26.2 µl of
PrecisionMRX.

Viscosity (mPa · s) 0.89 1.45 2.08 3.32 8.31
Glycerol (% vol at 25o C) 0 15.1 24.8 35.7 53.2

II.III. MPS Experiments
Experiments were performed on an in-house arbitrary
waveform MPS setup (see Fig. 1). The DF waveform was
sent to the power amplifier (AE Techron 7224) via a data
acquisition card (NI USB-6383). A low-noise amplifier
(SRS SR560) amplified the MNP signal induced on the
two-section gradiometric receive coil. The experiments
were conducted at 10 mT and 250 Hz DF settings on sam-
ples at 5 different viscosity levels (see Table 1). Each
experiment was repeated 3 times. Each sample had a
total volume of 70 µl, with varying volumes of glycerol
and deionized water [6]. All samples contained 26.2 µl of
PrecisionMRX nanoparticles (Imagion Biosystems Inc.,
USA), which are single-core MNPs with 25 nm core di-
ameter and 40 nm hydrodynamic diameter, according to
their data sheet.

III. Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the characterization results using sam-
ples at all 5 viscosity levels. The pronounced peak around
17 nm for dc is consistent with the previous characteriza-
tion work [7]. Also, the results show a small peak around
40 nm for dh , which is consistent with dh given by the
manufacturer. Although PrecisionMRX is reported to
contain single-core MNPs, we observe a polydisperse
nature in dc in the characterization results. This discrep-
ancy may be caused by the non-idealities in the system,
the magnetization model, or the MNPs. First, the non-
idealities of the system can distort the MNP signal, and
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Figure 3: Signal prediction results. (a) Magnetic characteri-
zation for PrecisionMRX when 0.89 mPa · s sample is left out,
and (b) the predicted vs. measured signals for that sample. (c)
Magnetic characterization for PrecisionMRX when 3.32 mPa · s
sample is left out, and (d) the predicted vs. measured signals
for that sample.

the solution of the inverse problem may compensate for
this distortion by adding physically non-existing MNPs
to x . Secondly, the magnetization model that we used as-
sumed uniaxial symmetry and uniaxial anisotropy, which
may not strictly hold for the tested MNPs. Lastly, dc and
dh values, which have distinct peaks at higher values
than the ones reported by the previous work or the data
sheet, can be a sign of agglomeration of the MNP.

Figure 3 shows the signal prediction capability of the
model. For each viscosity level of interest, the measured
and predicted signals are shown, together with the MNP
characterization results using the remaining 4 viscosity
levels. The characterization results (i.e., the overall dis-
tributions for dc , K , and dh ) do not change substantially
when different viscosity levels are excluded, showing the
robustness of the characterization procedure. Further-
more, for each case, the predicted signal using the charac-
terization from the remaining 4 viscosity levels provides
a close match to the measured signal, together with a low
NMRSE.

Figure 4 shows that the NMRSE for the signal predic-
tion remains below 6% at all viscosity levels. As expected,
the prediction performance improves when viscosity lev-
els close to the targeted one are included in the charac-
terization step. For example, the NRMSE value for the
predicted signal at 8.312 mPa · s is the highest, since its
viscosity value is the furthest away from the others.
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Figure 4: NRMSE of the predicted signals for 5 different vis-
cosity levels. In each case, the viscosity level of interest was left
out during the characterization step. The error bars show the
standard deviation across 3 repetitions.

IV. Conclusion
This work proposes a framework to characterize MNP
parameters and predict signal responses using a model-
based dictionary approach. The qualitative and quan-
titative assessments demonstrate successful signal pre-
diction for single-core MNPs using a coupled Brownian-
Néel model. The proposed signal prediction approach is
expected to have important applications, such as viscos-
ity mapping and temperature mapping using MPI.
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